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Raleigh’s public art program was created more than a decade ago, 
with a traditional percent for art model. Since then, the program 
has received consistent and clear support, and key city plans have 
recommended that the program position itself to address a wider 
range of opportunities and needs.

Though Raleigh’s new public art plan was crafted during the 
Covid crisis, more than 1,000 people participated in engagement 
activities. Their message was, people would like to see public art 
distributed more widely throughout the city, and more art that 
reflects the city’s creative life and cultural diversity.

The plan is strategic, outlining six core goals and nearly 100 ac-
tions that the program can take to work towards six key goals. 
It also includes detailed protocols, checklists and criteria for the 
staff and PADB to follow in implementing projects and working 
with other City agencies. 

The goals discuss the importance of nurturing Raleigh’s public 
art ecosystem – everyone who creates, produces and supports 
public art; making sure public art authentically representative the 
creative life of the city; expanding the relationship between City 
government and the public art program beyond percent for art 
projects; redirecting resources to communities not well-served by 9392 Raleigh Public Art Strategic Plan  |  November, 2022Raleigh Public Art Strategic Plan  |  November, 2022

How Raleigh’s CIP and Land-Use Plans Map the Future of Public Art

Because most of Raleigh’s public art project funding comes from capital projects, the City’s 

Capital Improvement Plan can provide a future map of where public art resources are most 

likely to be available. This includes facilities like parks and greenways; road, transit and 

water infrastructure; and public facilities that support fire, police, public works and general 

government activities. 

At the same time, Raleigh’s Comprehensive Plan and area plans provide a future map of how 

private development will shape the city. These plans tend to focus on areas where growth is 

anticipated or desired — such as the Southern Gateway, Blue Ridge Corridor, New Bern /  

Wake Med Corridor and Triangle Town Center and well as numerous others — and several outline 

opportunities for public art. Although the City although the City is not currently authorized 

to require developers to include public art in their projects, many developers do because they 

believe public art enhances their projects. Therefore, these plans provide a snapshot of where 

public art created by developers might one day be located in the city.

However, these maps do not represent the only way of looking at the future of public art. 

The processes these maps reflect can result in an inequitable distribution of public art, with 

resources flowing to areas where new investment is being made and bypassing areas where 

it is not. Also, they do not necessarily correspond to the public art opportunities that Raleigh 

residents have identified or provide opportunities for exploring themes that are not linked to 

growth and development.

These maps provide several snapshots of the City, from  

the point view of existing public artworks, the proposed  

BRT system, nature parks and preserves, greenways and 

watershed boundaries. 

These are but a few of the maps that could be drawn to show 

the natural and urban systems that connect the city and shape 

perception of it. Maps like André Leon Gray’s Black Cultural 

Map of Raleigh (page 104) can illustrate cultural or historical 

aspects of the city. Other maps could illustrate the city as 

people imagine or remember it.

Maps like these can be powerful tools for developing citywide 

curatorial and locational strategies for public art that reveals 

the city and connects people in new and unexpected ways. 
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The planning team commissioned artist André Leon Gray  
to create a map of how Black history could create  
a new map for interpretive history projects.

Client:  Kelly McChesey, Public Art Director, 
Raleigh Arts, 919-996-5657

the program; and providing guidance on power-sharing 
in decisions about what projects to take on and how to 
do them.

Finally, while the plan doesn’t specifically indicate where 
new public art projects should be located, it does pro-
poses a transformative a paradigm for identifying proj-
ects. The plan explains how public art can be inspirted 
by new and creative ways of looking at cities – related to 
how culture, history, environment and sustaining infra-
structure are understood and experienced. These ways 
of seeing can be visualized through maps that identify 
new possibilities for public art to connect to the these 
foundational ideas – as well as more people in more 
communities.
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